UCCA’s Orthotics distributed to clinics and those in need in Chernihiv & Donetsk
Additional non-lethal supplies delivered to Ukraine’s freedom fighters
UCCA-funded IFAKs delivered to training facility in Kyiv...
...for U.S. ex-Special Forces Medic to train Ukrainian Army Medics on IFAKs
Additional IFAKs reach the frontlines...

In the Kharkiv and Donbas regions
Vital Individual First Aid Kits (IFAKs)

and medical supplies delivered by our partner – Operation White Stork – to various battalions on the frontlines defending Ukraine.
Winter is coming...
and UCCA’s support is focused on what will be necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of medical care.

UCCA hopes we can count on your continued support!